Word Sort Cards

No Peeking Sort
I call out the words for my partner. My partner must spell and sort the word correctly.
If my partner is correct, my partner keeps the card.

Independent Sort
I say the words aloud. I sort the cards by myself.
I write the words in categories in my Word Work notebook.

Speed Sort
I read my words aloud and place them in the correct column quickly.
I can use the timer to record my times.

Write And Draw
I draw pictures of my words to show the meanings.
I label each of my pictures by writing the words underneath.

Buddy Sort
I sort words with a buddy and we talk about why we put the words in each column.
My buddy checks my sort with an answer key.

Draw And Label
I sort the words in my notebook. I label each card with the word.
My partner checks my sort with an answer key.

Word Hunt
I write the header words in my notebook. I look for words that fit the categories.
I write words that fit the categories in my notebook.

No Peeking Writing Sort
My partner writes the header work in the notebook. I read the word.
My partner writes the word in the correct category. Switch roles.

Picture Sort
I put the header cards in a row. I sort the cards by myself.
I say the name of each picture.